Defective viral vectors as agents for gene transfer in the nervous system.
Viral vectors have attracted great interest as vehicles for gene therapy. Due to concerns regarding continued viral gene expression in several systems, new approaches have been sought for gene transfer in the nervous system. This article reviews the general concepts and basic biology of defective viral vectors. These are vectors which can package into a viral coat but contain no viral genes, thereby allowing efficient gene transfer in the absence of viral gene expression in target cells. The defective herpes simplex virus (HSV) vector has been applied to numerous interesting questions in neurobiology. The inability to completely eliminate helper viruses has raised concern regarding the application of this vector to human disease. The adeno-associated virus (AAV) vector has recently been introduced into the nervous system. This vector harbors no viral genes, however helper viruses can also be completely eliminated from the system. Although the smaller size may limit the range of applications for this vector, it has received great interest as a potential agent for gene therapy in the nervous system. Potential future directions are discussed as well.